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Expander

This expander will remain in the mouth for a period of 3-5 months.  During this time the expander will
push against the sides of the molars and teeth in front of them.  This will help in widening the upper
jaw both skeletally and dentally.

Because the upper jaw (maxilla) is actually in two separate pieces with an open suture down the
middle, the expander will push the two halves of the jaw away from each other.  This actually makes
the jaw larger.  Some of the expansion comes from having the teeth pushed out to the side (dental
expansion) but the majority of the expansion comes from pushing the two halves of the jaw away from
each other (skeletal expansion).

During the first few days of expansion, expect some soreness from all of the teeth and not just those
being pushed on.  The soreness will eventually go away, usually in 3 days or less. The soreness that
you will experience is no different than sore muscles that have been used for the first time in a long
time.  If you start using those sore muscles right away, the soreness goes away.  The soreness in your
mouth is not really coming from the teeth but rather from the ligaments that suspend the teeth in the
tooth socket.   The best  advice is  to use the teeth as soon as possible and to take ibuprofen as
prescribed  on  the package.   Do not  bother  with  Tylenol  since  most  studies  have  found  it  to  be
ineffective for orthodontic discomfort.

The biggest challenges will come in the areas of speech.  Most find that they get used to speaking
with the expander within two weeks.  If you will do your homework out loud you will get used to it very
quickly.  Remember, you always sound different to yourself than you do to others which is why you
never believe that it is your voice on the tape recorder.  What I am trying to say, is that you will sound
worse to yourself than to others.  

Please keep your teeth clean.  Daily cleaning of your tongue with a toothbrush will help you to avoid
an infection.  You also need to keep your expander clean since it is in contact with your teeth all day
long.

The entire process will  take somewhere between 6 and 10 months to complete.  The majority of
patients will only require expansion one time, but it is important to remember that some patients will
require expansion a second time depending upon the reason for the expansion and severity of the
problem. 

We hope that this will  be a positive experience for you and we want you to know that we will  do
everything we can to make it one.  If there is anything that we can do for you during this treatment
phase, please do not hesitate to ask.   We are here for you and want to do whatever is necessary to
provide you with the most comfortable treatment possible without sacrificing quality.  We wish you the
best of luck with your new expander. 
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